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DLM-PRO LEAD
3 Wire Non-Fused

Test Lead Set

Description
The DLM PRO LEAD is a versatile tool designed to
streamline your electrical testing tasks. This lead set
combines the traditional red/brown and black/blue
cables, serving as a helpful reminder of both old and
new harmonized colour codes.

With its dual-insulated construction and wear-
indicating lead, the DLM PRO LEAD ensures optimal
longevity. The inclusion of robust crocodile clips and
GS38-compliant probes further enhances its reliability.
Notably, the probes and crocodile clips are
interchangeable, adding convenience to your testing
process.

An outstanding feature of this lead set is its earth
piggyback facility, enabling two-wire testing as an
alternative to conventional three-wire testing methods.
This flexibility enhances efficiency and saves valuable
time.

Compatible with a wide range of single and
multifunction testers, such as digital multimeters, clamp
meters, and two-wire loop testers, the DLM PRO LEAD

offers exceptional versatility to suit various testing
needs.

Experience the convenience, safety, and adaptability
of the Socket & See DLM PRO LEAD—a reliable
companion for your electrical testing requirements.

Socket & See Lead Sets
PRO LEAD
Mains Lead inc 3 x 4mm Connectors

DLM-PRO LEAD
3 Wire Non-Fused Distribution Board Test Lead Set

ITLS400
Fused Test Lead Set with Clips and Probes

10A Fused 2 Wire Lead Set
Includes Clips and Probes

■ Combines red/brown and black/blue cables as a
reminder of old/new colour codes.

■ Dual-insulated and wear-indicating

■ Earth piggy back facility converts 3-wire set into
2-wire set

■ For use with single and multi function testers

■ High quality, multi-stranded flexible conductor

■ Streamlines electrical testing tasks and saves time

■ Shrouded 4mm connectors

■ Robust insulated croc clips

■ GS38-compliant probes
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